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Hairstyling is a timeless method for women to generate something unique and go to town.  With
nearly 50 diverse styles and strategies for all sorts of hair size and texture, 60s beehive, your easy-
to-follow instruction to locks is here.and your hair covered.may be the definitive lead to DIY
hairstyling for females of all ages, styles and curly hair types.From the fundamentals like hair 101
and frizz-free blowout instructions to sections focused on ponytails, buns and chignons, braids,
twists and rolls, and curls – this publication has you The Art of Hair: The Ultimate DIY Guidebook to
Braids, Buns, Curls and More  Step-by-step, illustrated manuals accompany each lavishly
photographed appearance, making certain every style is accessible for every hair type. Having
styled hair for world-famous brands in cities from NY to Paris, Rubi Jones is definitely well versed
generally hair care, simple techniques, extravagant hairstyles and everything in between. Learn her
methods, infuse these looks with your signature design and be your own favorite stylist with The Art
of Hair. Whether you have normally have thin, pin-straight brief hair or long, solid layers of curls,
Rubi gives you the equipment your need to complete any hairstyle.  Whether you clean it and go
out the door, combine looks like edgy cornrows with disheveled waves or defy gravity with a sky-
high ‘
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 It teaches you literally nothing unless you already have the skills of doing a perfect fishtail, Dutch
braid, French braid, etc. It experienced some very nice general hair tips, but I was hoping for more
tutorials on every day types of hair styles. I'm actually quite proficient at doing my own hair,
including braids, buns, etc. I saw this at my locks dressers and came house and ordered it. Very
nice hair ideas in my opinion. Simple hair inspiration While only some of the hair styles featured
appealed if you ask me, this book has clear instructions on how best to acheive each style. Rubi
Jones also explains how properly blow dry hair based on the look you wish, with varying
techniques for clean or wavy hair. This publication has motivated me to try and do even more with
my locks, and there are so many options and styles to select from. Amazon, It is advisable to allow
people to look at some sample pages from the book so they can better decide if they're capable
and that this is actually the right book for them. I certainly didn't know how complicated this might
be. It offers general hair tips, locks product and add-ons descriptions and uses, and a great deal of
tutorials. This is normally an inexpensive and helpful book for any woman who requires a few new
suggestions for styling her locks. From contemporary looks to retro influenced styles, there really is
something for everyone. The instructions are obvious and helpful, the pictures are beautiful, and
there are drawings throughout to greatly help emphasize the facts. The book is indeed visually
appealing too that rather than storing it apart in a bookshelf or drawer, it's a perfect display piece
on my vanity. So content I purchased this, in fact it is right now my go-to reference guidebook for
all things hair-related!! Good, easy-to-follow instructions, basic styles This is probably the most
straightforward-forward, easy-to-follow book on braiding that I have run across. I would say only
half the styles are ones I'd try (I would not execute a messy fishtail braid or anything like that) and I
am looking towards trying a few of the styles. Good variety of braided hairstyles I bought this short
how-to publication on braiding hair styles because I am growing out my hair and enjoy getting it
up/pulling it back again, particularly in warm weather. The styles are classic & you don't need a
long, thick mane of hair to do many of them. It had some great general hair tips This book wasn't
exactly what I hoped it would be. I'm not really saying I could do all of them, but I'm sure easily
practiced, exactly like anything, I possibly could do these as well. I was hoping for more braid
tutorials too. Prerequisite: Be able to do EVERYTHING in this book already This book is useless, and
gets 2 stars instead of 1 because everything in here's accurate but just about useless. Why? To
carry out anything in this reserve, you already have to be able to do everything in this book.stylish
and sophistacated I love the ideas this reserve offers you for hairdos. I'm going to be honest - I have
very long hair, and I could do everything in this reserve, and probably curently have, but on
someone else's head. Some nevertheless, seem like they are wanting you to get tools and
products, but I don't believe all that is required., just not more complicated things in this publication.
The hair suggestions are fun as well I haven't attempted any however but overall great deal. I don't
need "suggestions" of what braids that you can do. The images are professional, provide
assistance, and so are nice to check out, but I still experience overwhelmed. and it needs too many
instruments and products. good buy Lovely book. It's very pretty to even look at. My issue, which is
the point of buying this book for many people, is that I've trouble carrying it out on MYSELF. Braiding
I thought the cover was the very best part... Daughter loves this book Out of all the things We
purchased for my 18 yo girl, this is her favorite for christmas Not for everyone This two stars tend
to be more from the skills, abilities, and products needed compared to the book itself, which I would
give 3-4 stars. The entire impression I got is certainly that you better prepare yourself to blow out
your hair nearly every time you want to use a style in this book. I am sorry to leave a poor review,
but I can't hold/function a brush and hairdryer effectively, the positions required for my arms would
find yourself causing me a whole lot of pain; Beautiful book. This is simply not for people who may



have a condition that doesn't let them hold their hands above their head for hours. So, this
publication is pretty as can be, but you will get better information and techniques for performing
these braids ON YOURSELF on YouTube. This book is completely stunning. She does a great work
summarizing what you will need for each design; the explanations are mainly helpful but sometimes
didn't make sense if you ask me. I don't need nicely drawn pictures of a woman doing a twist or
braid on herself, when there are no instructions or suggestions of what to do when (a) you don't
have the perfect ability to do everything by feel, blind, behind your own mind, or (b) have a backup
camera/large bathroom with mirrors properly positioned to watch yourself working on the back of
your head. Stunning book of helpful tips and fantastic tutorials! Beautiful book. I knew it wasn't for
me personally when the second web page of text message used a term totally foreign to me,
"backcombing", like it was something everyone would understand. Arrived in perfect condition. Great
gift
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